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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY1

2

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY3

4

Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.5

A. My name is Randy G. Farrar. My title is Regulatory Policy Manager for Sprint6

United Management, the management subsidiary of Sprint Nextel Corporation. My7

business address is 6450 Sprint Parkway, Overland Park, Kansas 66251.8

9

Q. Did you file a Verified Written Statement in this proceeding?10

A. Yes, I did. It is Sprint Exhibit 3.0 and it is referred to herein as my Direct11

Testimony.12

13

Q. What is the scope and purpose of your Supplemental Verified Written14

Statement, also known as Rebuttal Testimony?15

A. The purpose of my Rebuttal Testimony is to respond the Direct Testimonies of the16

AT&T and Staff witnesses regarding the following Issues:17

 Issue 43 (Transit Traffic Service Rate) – J. Scott McPhee (AT&T) and18

David Rearden (Staff);19

 Issues 44 and 45 (TELRIC Pricing for Interconnection Facilities) – Patricia20

Pellerin (AT&T) and Dr. Qin Liu (Staff);21

 Issues 46 and 47 (Cost Sharing of Interconnection Facilities) – Patricia22

Pellerin (AT&T) and Dr. Qin Liu (Staff); and,23
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 Issue 49 (Transition to TELRIC Pricing for Interconnection Facilities) –24

Patricia Pellerin and Carl Albright (AT&T) and Dr. Qin Liu (Staff).25

26

Q. Is there an Issue addressed in your Direct Testimony that is not addressed in27

your Rebuttal Testimony?28

A. Yes. I do not address Issue 33, regarding indemnification related to AT&T’s29

provision of Transit Traffic Service to Sprint because the Parties have since30

resolved that Issue.31

32

Q. Please summarize your Rebuttal Testimony.33

A. AT&T’s testimony is grounded upon an invented, fictitious distinction between34

what it refers to as the “CMRS Model” and the “CLEC Model” for interconnection.35

Nothing in the Communications Act of 1934 as amended by the36

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“the 1996 Act”), the FCC rules implementing37

Section 251 of the Act as codified in C.F.R. 47 Part 51 – Interconnection (“FCC38

Rules”), or the recent FCC CAF Order,1 recognizes this invention; i.e., of one set39

of Section 251 rules and prices for interconnection applying to CMRS carriers, and40

another set of Section 251 rules and prices for CLECs. Sprint has been directly41

interconnected with AT&T since 1996. CMRS direct Interconnection is 251(c)(2)42

1 In the Matter of Connect America Fund, et al; WC Docket No. 10-90, et al; FCC 11-161; Report
and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; Adopted October 27, 2011, Released
November 18, 2011 (“CAF Order”).
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Interconnection (See First Report and Order, Paragraphs 1012 and 1022 – 26)2.43

Sprint is not seeking to convert to a 47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2) interconnection44

arrangement. The existing Interconnection Agreement on file with this45

Commission identifies the arrangements between the parties as being Section46

251(c)(2) arrangements, Specifically, Sections 3 and 6 of the Agreement are47

labeled as follows:48

3. TRANSMISSION AND ROUTING OF TELEPHONE49
EXCHANGE SERVICE PURSUANT TO SECION 251(C)(2)50

51
6. TRANSMISSION AND ROUTING OF ANDCOMPENSATION52

FOR EXCANGE ACCESS SERVICE PURSUANT TO SECION53
251(C)(2)54

55

With respect to pricing of Interconnection Facilities under Section 251(c)(2), the56

pertinent distinction between the Parties’ existing Interconnection arrangement and57

what Sprint now seeks, is that Sprint is seeking to implement its right to TELRIC58

pricing for DS1 or DS3 facilities to the extent these facilities are identifiable as59

being used for the purpose of Interconnection.60

61

Interconnection is the mutual exchange of traffic between the parties’ networks ,62

rather than AT&T’s further created fiction of merely the exchange of traffic63

between the parties’ end-users. Contrary to AT&T’s assertions Sprint is not64

seeking to obtain TELRIC pricing applied to any portion of a facility that is used for65

backhaul purposes.66

2 Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996:
Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service
Providers, First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd. 15499 (1996) (“First Report and Order”).
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67

Under the Talk America Decision,3 Sprint is entitled to TELRIC pricing for68

facilities that are used for the purpose of Interconnection, whereas AT&T intends to69

charge the much higher special access prices when facilities are used for this70

purpose. Although AT&T claims to offer TELRIC pricing, it imposes conditions71

that so restrict what “Interconnection” means as to make its offer meaningless.72

73

Regarding Issue 43, AT&T’s Transit Traffic Service is a 47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2)74

obligation subject to TELRIC pricing. AT&T witness McPhee simply ignores the75

growing number of decisions that find transit is a 251(c) obligation subject to76

TELRIC pricing. Staff witness Reardon recognizes that public policy supports the77

Commission requiring that transit be provided at TELRIC and that the current78

AT&T transit rate is a more than 10-year old outdated cost-based rate. Sprint’s79

position is that, to be consistent with federal law, the Commission needs to require80

AT&T to provide an updated TELRIC-based transit rate. Sprint has provided81

several benchmarks (including AT&T cost-based rates from other states) that the82

Commission can choose from to accomplish that purpose.83

84

Regarding Issues 44 and 45, Sprint is entitled to obtain Interconnection Facilities at85

TELRIC prices from AT&T. Neither AT&T witness Pellerin nor Staff witness Dr.86

Liu disagree with that fundamental premise. There is also no dispute that Sprint87

3 Talk America, Inc., Petitioner (No. 10-313) v. Michigan Bell Telephone Company dba AT&T
Michigan Orjiakor Isiogu, et al., Petitioners (no. 10-329) v. Michigan Bell Telephone Company
dba AT&T Michigan; 131 S. Ct. 2254; 2011 (“Talk America Decision”).
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should not receive TELRIC pricing for that portion of a facility used for backhaul.88

Pellerin and Dr. Liu, however, would impermissibly restrict the types of traffic that89

are Interconnection under federal law – and, therefore, whether a given facility that90

carries such traffic would even qualify as an Interconnection Facility that could be91

priced at TELRIC. Pellerin introduced, and Dr. Liu has adopted, a non-existent92

qualification to the definition of Interconnection in 47 C.F.R. § 51.54 that traffic93

must be “exchanged between the Parties’ end-users.” There is no basis under94

federal law to impose such a restriction. Interconnection includes the exchange of95

all traffic between the Parties’ networks – not merely between their respective96

end-users. Mr. Felton’s Rebuttal discusses this point in greater detail, addressing97

how the Pellerin and Dr. Liu non-existent qualification also improperly qualifies the98

statutory definitions of “telephone exchange service” and “exchange access” – the99

very categories of traffic that a requesting carrier is entitled to exchange between its100

network and the incumbent’s network when the requesting carrier obtains 47 C.F.R.101

§ 251(c)(2) Interconnection.102

103

Dr. Liu would also appear to require Sprint to physically disconnect and re-arrange104

existing transmission circuits – even where the Parties are able to identify at the105

DS1 level exactly which circuits are used for any given purpose (i.e.,106

Interconnection vs. backhaul). While Sprint does not agree that there is any reason107

it must physically “re-order” any existing facilities that are used for Interconnection108

simply to obtain TELRIC pricing, if the Commission should rule that Sprint must109

4 Section 51.5 states, “Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the mutual
exchange of traffic. This term does not include the transport and termination of traffic.”
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re-order such facilities to implement a price change, as I state more fully in Issue110

49, it must be made clear that Sprint, at its sole discretion, may determine exactly111

which Interconnection facilities it will re-order, as well as when Sprint may elect to112

do so. Stated another way, AT&T cannot force Sprint to convert any facilities at113

any time, much less require that all facilities must be converted before Sprint can114

obtain any TELRIC pricing.115

116

Regarding Issue 46 and 47, the FCC has repeatedly and clearly held that the117

regulations regarding the pricing of dedicated transmission facilities preclude an118

ILEC from charging a wireless carrier for the portion of facilities on the wireless119

carrier’s side of a POI to the extent the facilities are used to deliver the ILEC’s120

traffic to the wireless carrier. While AT&T witness Pellerin and Dr. Liu point to121

prior Commission precedent, neither of them offer any explanation how such prior122

decisions have any effect in the face of clear FCC authority to the contrary. It123

remains Sprint’s position that it is not only entitled to TELRIC pricing for facilities124

that it can demonstrate are used for Interconnection but, at a minimum, AT&T125

cannot charge Sprint for any portion of dedicated transmission facilities on the126

Sprint-side of a POI that are used to deliver AT&T traffic to Sprint.127

128

Regarding Issue 49, it is Sprint’s position that as long as the Parties can identify the129

portion of existing facilities that are used for Interconnection, as compared to130

backhaul, there is no reason that an administrative records billing change cannot be131

used to implement a price change, without going through the wholly unnecessary132
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step of tearing down and re-ordering any facilities. Again, AT&T witnesses133

Albright and Pellerin create a fiction that simply does not exist under federal law –134

i.e., that there is a “CMRS Interconnection Arrangement” (which does not get135

TELRIC pricing) and a CLEC arrangement, also referred to as a “251(c)(2)136

Interconnection” (which does get TELRIC pricing). Dr. Liu appears to accept137

AT&T’s assertion that there are two distinct types of Interconnection and that in138

order for Sprint to obtain TELRIC pricing, Sprint must “transition” its existing139

“CMRS Interconnection Arrangement” via a grooming/re-ordering process.140

However, even Dr. Liu acknowledges that “whether to make the transition is a141

business decision that Sprint must make,” but fails to recognize that AT&T’s142

language would enable AT&T to commence the transition regardless of whether143

Sprint decides to transition any facilities or not. As further explained in greater144

detail in my Rebuttal testimony, if the Commission is inclined to include some form145

of “transition” language, at a minimum, it must clearly recognize Sprint’s right to146

decide where and when it will continue the existing arrangement or transition147

facilities.148

149

In summary, Sprint is a co-carrier with AT&T. This is in stark contrast to AT&T’s150

view of itself as a provider or supplier of services, to which Sprint must subscribe to151

and pay AT&T for the privilege of exchanging traffic. AT&T is also making an152

artificial distinction between CMRS carriers and other carriers. It cannot be a153

coincidence that AT&T has a wireless affiliate, AT&T Mobility, which competes154

directly with Sprint in the CMRS market. Any anticompetitive conditions that155
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AT&T can place on Sprint, which directly increases Sprint’s cost of doing business,156

directly helps AT&T Mobility.157

158

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits to your Rebuttal Testimony?159

A. Yes. I am sponsoring the following exhibit:160

Exhibit RGF-6.1 – The FCC’s MAP Mobile Decision.5161

Exhibit RGF-6.2 – Transition Language Related Edits162

163

II. ISSUES164

Section V – Compensation Issues165

166

Section V.C – Transit Traffic Compensation167

168

Issue 43 [Section V.C(1)] – What is the appropriate rate that a Transit Service169

Provider should charge for Transit Traffic Service?170

171

Q. What is Sprint’s concern in Issue 43?172

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony, Sprint is requesting that AT&T provide173

Transit Traffic Service at TELRIC-based prices per 47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2).6174

5 MAP Mobile Communications, Inc., Complainant, v. Illinois Bell Telephone Company, Indiana
Bell telephone Company, Incorporated, Michigan Bell Telephone Company, The Ohio Bell
Telephone Company, Wisconsin Bell, Inc., Pacific Bell Telephone Company, and Southwestern
Bell Telephone, L.P., Defendants; File No. EB-05-MD-013; DA 09-1065; Memorandum Opinion
and Order; Adopted and Released May 13, 2009 (“MAP Mobile Decision”).

6 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 15.
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175

A. AT&T Testimony176

177

Q. On page 4, line 97, when answering the question, “Does anything in the 1996178

Act explicitly require transiting,” Mr. McPhee responds, “No.” On page 4,179

line 97, Mr. McPhee states, “On the contrary, the FCC has repeatedly noted180

that nothing in the 1996 Act or in the FCC’s rules or orders requires it to treat181

transiting as part of interconnection under section 251(c)(2).” Have any182

Federal Courts decided differently?183

A. Yes, federal courts have concluded that transit is required by virtue of AT&T’s184

routing obligations under Section 251(c)(2). Sprint’s position is that a proper185

interpretation of the 1996 Act and the FCC Rules require that AT&T provide186

Transit Traffic Service at TELRIC-based rates as a 251(c)(2) obligation. The187

following two federal courts clearly explain why this is correct.188

189

First, in the District of Nebraska Decision,7 the Court stated:190

The parties dispute whether an ILEC’s interconnection obligations under191
Section 251(c)(2) include a duty to provide transit service when an192
interconnecting CLEC seeks to indirectly interconnect with a third carrier.193

7 Qwest Corporation, Plaintiff, v. Cox Nebraska Telecom, LLC, Nebraska Public Service
Commission, Gerald L. Vap, in their official capacities as Commissioners of the Nebraska Public
Service Commission, Anne C. Boyle, in their official capacities as Commissioners of the
Nebraska Public Service Commission, Tim Schram, in their official capacities as Commissioners
of the Nebraska Public Service Commission, Rod Johnson, in their official capacities as
Commissioners of the Nebraska Public Service Commission, and Frank E. Landis, Jr., in their
official capacities as Commissioners of the Nebraska Public Service Commission, Defendants; In
the United States District Court for the District of Nebraska; 4:08CV3035; Memorandum
Opinion; dated December 17, 2008 (“District of Nebraska Decision”).
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The plain meaning of the statute’s text establishes Congress’s clear intent to194
impose such a duty on ILECs.195

196
The Act does not define interconnection, but the unambiguous language of197
Section 251 demonstrates that an ILEC must provide transit under Section198
251(c)(2).8199

200
***201

202
… Because transit service is essential to indirect interconnection, the text of203
Section 251(a) strongly indicates that an ILEC is required to provide transit204
under the Act.205

206
When Section 251(a) is read in conjunction with Section 251(c)(2), it is clear207
that Congress imposed this obligation in Section 251(c) of the Act. ….208
Accordingly, an ILEC must provide transit service when a CLEC209
interconnects with the ILEC for the purpose of indirectly interconnecting with210
a third carrier. Otherwise, the indirect interconnection could not be used “for211
the transmission and routing of telephone exchange service and exchange212
access,” an ILEC could frustrate the flow of traffic and prevent carriers from213
indirectly interconnecting. Such a finding would render the “indirectly”214
language in Section 251(a) meaningless. The clear language of Section 251215
requires ILECs to directly interconnect with competitors and facilitate216
competitors’ ability to indirectly interconnect.9217

218
***219

220
The Court’s finding is consistent with the purpose of the Act. Congress221
passed the Act to encourage competition among telephone service providers.222
.… Ensuring that carriers can obtain transit services at cost-based rates223
facilitates this goal. …. Construing Section 251 in a manner that requires224
ILECs to provide transit service furthers the Act’s purpose.10225

226
***227

228
…. Nonetheless, the clear language of Section 251 requires an ILEC to229
provide transit service pursuant to its interconnection obligations under230
Section 251(c)(2).11231

8 District of Nebraska Decision, at page 6.
9 District of Nebraska Decision, at page 7.

10 District of Nebraska Decision, at page 9.

11 District of Nebraska Decision, at page 11.
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232

Second, in the District of Connecticut Decision,12 the Court found that transit was a233

§ 251(c) obligation. Specifically, the Court stated:234

Reviewing the applicable FCC regulations and decisions as well as the235
relevant case law, the Court must conclude that interconnection under section236
251(c) includes the duties to provide indirect interconnection and to provide237
transit service.13238

239
***240

241
In addition, the Court cannot find that the FCC’s failure to definitively rule on242
the provision of TTS [Transit Traffic Service] as an affirmative decision to243
exclude TTS from the description of interconnection.14244

245
***246

247
By AT&T Connecticut’s reading of the statute, if the only way for two new248
CLECs to connect were through the preestablished hardware and equipment249
of an ILEC with whom the CLECs could not reach an agreement to provide250
TTS, the CLECs would be forced to create a new infrastructure redundant to251
what the ILEC already possesses. …. This redundancy is precisely what the252
1996 Act sought to eliminate.15253

254
***255

256
AT&T Connecticut also argues that TTS cannot constitute interconnection257
because it does not involve the mutual exchange of traffic as required by 47258
C.F.R. § 51.5. ….259

260
AT&T Connecticut misreads the regulation. …. A plain reading of the261
regulation does not require that there be the mutual exchange of traffic262
originating within each LEC’s network. …. AT&T Connecticut’s reading of263

12 The Southern New England Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T Connecticut, Plaintiff, v. Anthony
J. Perlermino, Kevin Delgobbo and John W. Betoski III, in their official capacity as
Commissioners of the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control; United States District
Court, District of Connecticut; 3:09-cv-1787(WWE); Memorandum of Decision; dated May 6,
2011 (“District of Connecticut Decision”).
13 District of Connecticut Decision, at page 8.

14 District of Connecticut Decision, at page 8.

15 District of Connecticut Decision, at page 9.
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the regulation would add language that does not exist. Namely, that the traffic264
is originated within the AT&T Connecticut system. As an incorrect reading265
of the regulation, the Court will reject it.16266

267
***268

269
Because the DPUC’s decision is not inconsistent with the 1996 Act or the270
FCC’s regulations, the DPUC had the authority to conclude that the271
interconnection obligations included the obligation to provide TTS. 47 U.S.C.272
§ 251(d)(3).17273

274

Q. On page 5, line 118, Mr. McPhee states, “This Commission has already275

concluded that transit service is not subject to TELRIC-based pricing, and it276

should reaffirm that conclusion here.”277

278

On page 7, line 157, Mr. McPhee states, “In its Second Interim Order in279

Docket 96-0486/96-0560 (Consolidated)(the “TELRIC Investigation”), dated280

February 17, 1998, the Commission directed AT&T Illinois (then Ameritech281

Illinois) to include transit service language in its compliance tariff and to282

provide supporting cost studies. The tariffed transit rates and supporting cost283

study filed by AT&T Illinois in accordance with this directive … were subject284

to Commission review in Docket No. 98-0396 (the “TELRIC Compliance285

Case”).”286

287

On page 7, line 171, Mr. McPhee states, “AT&T has made no additional288

modifications to its tariffed transit service rates since then. Accordingly, the289

16 District of Connecticut Decision, at page 10.

17 District of Connecticut Decision, at page 11.
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currently effective transit tariffed rates are the same as the ones the290

Commission approved in Docket No. 98-0396.”291

292

Finally, on page 8, line 182, Mr. McPhee states, “In addition, in a June 14,293

2001, Arbitration Decision, the Commission approved for use the same tariffed294

transit rates in an arbitration between AT&T Illinois and Big River Telephone295

in Docket No. 11-0083.”296

297

What is your response to these statements by Mr. McPhee?298

A. I find it puzzling that Mr. McPhee goes to great lengths not to characterize these299

Transit Traffic Service rates as TELRIC-based rates, when, (albeit now outdated)300

these rates were intended by the Commission to be, in fact, TELRIC-based rates.301

302

First, as Mr. McPhee notes, the source of AT&T’s current Transit Traffic Service303

rates is the Commission’s 1998 – 2001 TELRIC proceedings.304

305

Second, the Commission’s Big River Arbitration Decision18 explicitly states that the306

current AT&T Transit Traffic Service rates are, in fact, TELRIC-based.307

Specifically, the Big River Arbitration Decision states:308

The Commission, Staff states, is offered two choices here. The first is to309
adopt a rate based on Illinois-specific TELRIC studies that it and the Staff310
have thoroughly reviewed in several contested proceedings. The second is to311

18 Illinois Bell Telephone Company, Petition for Arbitration of Interconnection Agreement with
Big River Telephone Company, LLC.; State of Illinois, Illinois Commerce Commission Docket
No. 11-0083; Arbitration Decision; dated June 14, 2011 (“Big River Arbitration Decision”).
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adopt a rate from another state, supported by no cost information. In Staff’s312
view, the Commission should follow the former course.19313

314

The “proceedings” Staff refers to are, of course, the 1998 – 2001 TELRIC315

proceedings. Thus, contrary to Mr. McPhee’s implications, AT&T’s current,316

Commission-approved rates for Transit Traffic Service were intended to be317

TELRIC-based.318

319

Q. Has the Commission ever ruled that Transit Traffic Service rates are not320

subject to 47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2)?321

A. No. Contrary to Mr. McPhee’s implication, in the Big River Arbitration Decision322

the Commission did not rule that transit service was not subject to 47 C.F.R.323

§ 251(c)(2). Rather, the Commission ruled that it did not have to make a decision,324

because AT&T had already agree to provide transit service subject to its tariffed325

(i.e., TELRIC-based) rates. Specifically, the Big River Arbitration Decision states:326

Staff’s position is that the Commission need not reach this issue, since AT&T327
Illinois has agreed to provide transit services to Big River.20328

329

Q. Base on the above discussion, what do you conclude concerning TELRIC-330

based pricing for AT&T’s Transit Traffic Service?331

A. This Commission has never explicitly ruled that Transit Traffic Service is subject to332

47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2), but to avoid repeatedly having to address this issue it should,333

consistent with federal law, affirmatively state that transit is a 251(c)(2) obligation.334

The Commission has required and established TELRIC-based rates for Transit335

19 Big River Arbitration Decision, at page 33.
20 Big River Arbitration Decision, at page 38.
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Traffic Service since the 1998 – 2001 timeframe, and the ultimate question now336

becomes, what is the appropriate TELRIC-based rate today, in 2013?337

338

Q. Are the Commission approved, TELRIC-based rates established in the 1998 –339

2001 timeframe appropriate in 2013?340

A. No. As I discussed in my Direct Testimony,21 rates established in 2001 cannot be341

TELRIC-compliant in 2013.342

343

Q. Why are the rates established in the 2001 timeframe not TELRIC compliant in344

2013?345

A. Because the FCC Rules which define the criteria for a TELRIC compliant rate346

prohibit such an interpretation. Specifically, 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(b)(1) states:347

Efficient Network Configuration. The total element long-run incremental cost348
of an element should be measured based on the use of the most efficient349
telecommunications technology currently available and the lowest cost350
network configuration, given the existing location of the incumbent LEC’s351
wire centers. (Bold emphasis added.)352

353

The key phrase is “current technology available.” In the 1998 – 2001 timeframe,354

the technology used in every TELRIC cost study with which I am familiar assumed355

the use of digital circuit switches, such as the Nortel DMS-100/200 or Lucent 5ESS.356

That appears to be the case of the rates developed in Docket No. 98-0396. Circuit357

switching was, in fact, the “most efficient telecommunications technology currently358

available” at that time.359

21 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 24.
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360

However, that is simply no longer the case. To my knowledge, no carrier has361

installed such a switch in more than ten years. All recent and current switch362

installations involve the switching technology referred to as packet switching or363

softswitches.22 Based on my extensive cost model experience, packet switching is364

significantly less costly than circuit switching. AT&T acknowledged this365

undeniable fact in its October 13, 2008 letter to the FCC.23366

367

Simply put, any transit rate developed more than a decade ago based upon368

outmoded circuit switched technology cannot, by definition, and by statute, be369

considered TELRIC-compliant. AT&T’s current tariffed rates are not TELRIC-370

compliant.371

372

Q. What if AT&T claims that because it has circuit based switches currently in373

place, with no intention to replace then with up-to-date packet technology, the374

circuit switches represent “forward-looking” technology?375

A. I have seen AT&T make this very argument in another jurisdiction. However, it is376

without merit. Note that in 1996, when the TELRIC rules, and 47 C.F.R.377

§ 51.505(b)(1) in particular, were first created circuit based switching was not the378

only technology then employed by the ILECs. In that timeframe, some ILECs379

likely had obsolete pre-digital, pre-circuit based technologies still in place.380

22 Circuit-based switching establishes a dedicated electronic circuit for the duration of each call.
A softswitch can combine voice and data traffic into data “packets,” which is more efficient than
individual electronic circuits.
23 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit RGF-3.1 (“AT&T FCC Letter”).
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However, the FCC Rules explicitly excluded including such obsolete technologies381

or any “embedded costs” from its TELRIC pricing regime.382

383

Unquestionably, today only packet or softswitches can be considered “forward-384

looking” switching technology. Even AT&T acknowledged this fact in the AT&T385

FCC Letter. AT&T affiliates are apparently employing packet switches,386

particularly in its modern, up-to-date wireless network (i.e., AT&T Mobility) and387

its AT&T Corporation entity. The fact that AT&T may not be updating its legacy388

wireline networks is irrelevant. AT&T should not be rewarded for not updating its389

wireline network with a higher rate for Transit Traffic Service.390

391

Q. On page 10, line 231, Mr. McPhee states, “Just last year, in fact, when the392

Commission ordered the same transit rate that AT&T Illinois is proposing393

here be included in Big River’s ICA in Docket No. 11-0083, to which I referred394

above, the Commission rejected the rate proposed by Big River precisely395

because that rate was not based on Illinois’ cost, while AT&T Illinois’396

proposed rate was.” What is your response to this statement by Mr. McPhee?397

A. The facts are different in this proceeding. In the Big River Arbitration Decision, the398

Commission was faced with two options, TELRIC-based rates established in 2001,399

or rates proposed by Big River that were unsupported in any manner. Specifically,400

the Big River Arbitration Decision states:401

… Staff argues, Big River provides no support for its proposed rate. Big402
River does not explain whether the rate it proposes is cost based or what cost403
methodology if any was used to develop the rate; nor does it provide cost404
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support of any description for its proposed rate. Big River provides no405
evidence …. 24406

407
***408

409
The Commission, Staff states, is offered two choices here. The first is to410
adopt a rate based on Illinois-specific studies that it and the Staff have411
thoroughly reviewed in several contested proceedings. The second is to adopt412
a rate from another state, supported by no cost information. In Staff’s view,413
the Commission should follow the former course.25414

415

Q. How is this proceeding different?416

A. First, I have demonstrated that the current TELRIC-based rate for Transit Traffic417

Service is unquestionably no longer TELRIC-compliant. Second, Sprint has418

proposed a rate based on (1) AT&T’s own fact-based statements to the FCC, and419

(2) on state commission-approved AT&T cost-based rates, derived from contested420

proceedings.421

422

Q. Since the existing “TELRIC-based” rates for Transit Traffic Service are no423

longer TELRIC-compliant, what options does the Commission have to424

establish FCC-compliant TELRIC-based rates?425

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony,26 in lieu of updated Illinois-specific TELRIC426

studies, there are three benchmarks specific to AT&T that can be used to develop a427

rate for Transit Traffic Service:428

24 Big River Arbitration Decision, at page 31.

25 Big River Arbitration Decision, at page 33.

26 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, at pages 29 – 38.
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a) The AT&T FCC Letter supports a finding that the TELRIC cost of transit is429

no more than $0.00017;430

b) AT&T’s cost-based transit rates in four other states27 are as low as431

$0.000454, to support a finding that the TELRIC cost of transit in Illinois432

(where there is a similarly extensive AT&T network) is no more than433

$0.000454; and,434

c) AT&T’s voluntarily adopted reciprocal compensation rate in most of its435

states of $0.0007 per minute, supports a finding that the TELRIC cost of436

transit is no more than $0.00035, which represents the estimated costs when437

you exclude end-office switching function from a $.0007 reciprocal438

compensation rate that otherwise includes all functions.439

440

The above cost-based information is ample evidence that the current AT&T rates441

for Transit Traffic Service are no longer TELRIC-compliant.442

443

Q. Albeit not transit rates, is there any precedent for this Commission to adopt a444

TELRIC rate based upon cost studies performed in another state?445

A. Yes. In fact, in the TELRIC proceeding already discussed, Docket No. 98-0396,446

the Commission adopted a Texas cost-based rate on an interim basis. Specifically,447

the Commission stated:448

Our merger order expressly required Ameritech [i.e., AT&T Illinois] to import449
to Illinois the rates agreed to in Texas for interim, shared transport. We gave450

27 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, at page 33, Table 1, provides cost-based rates for transit
service in three states, California, Michigan, and Texas. Connecticut was added in response to
Staff Data Request DTR 1.2.
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Ameritech the option of filing Illinois specific rates providing the rates are451
reasonably comparable to the importation of Texas rates. Instead, Ameritech452
filed a tariff with rates that are more than 16 times higher than the Texas rates.453
We reject Ameritech’s argument that the rates it filed in Texas were454
“incorrect” because the rates overlooked various costs that should have been455
recovered. In the first place this is simply a collateral attack on Texas results,456
which is not appropriate in this forum. …. Our Merger Order clearly457
specified that the Texas rates would be “the rates agreed to in Texas” – not458
some hypothetical set of Texas rates. ….28 (Italics in original.)459

460

Q. Is it possible that a currently TELRIC-compliant rate for Transit Traffic461

Service could be ten (10) times higher in Illinois than in another AT&T state?462

A. No, such a result is inconceivable. AT&T is one of the largest corporations in the463

world, with economies of scale and scope unmatched by most. AT&T’s size464

enables it to purchase equipment on a nationwide basis, even though it consists of465

many different legal entities. If there are any noticeable efficiencies between the466

different operating entities, AT&T Illinois should have lower cost due to its size467

and economies compared to other AT&T LEC entities.468

469

B. Staff Testimony470

471

Q. On page 17, line 369, Mr. Rearden states, “The Commission has two decisions472

to make regarding this issue. It must first decide whether Transit Traffic is a473

service that AT&T Illinois must provide under federal law.” On page 18, line474

405, Mr. Rearden states, “To date, it is not entirely clear whether the475

28 Illinois Commerce Commission, On Its Own Motion Investigation into the compliance of
Illinois Bell Telephone Company with the order in Docket No. 96-0486/0569 Consolidated
regarding the filing of tariffs and the accompanying cost studies for interconnection, unbundled
network elements and local transport and termination and regarding end to end unbundling
issues; Illinois Commerce Commission Docket No. 98-0396; 2001 Ill PUC Lexis 1249, page 40.
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Commission has found transit rates to fall under the requirements of Section476

251 or 252.” What is your response to these statements by Mr. Reardon?477

A. I agree that the Commission has not explicitly stated that Transit Traffic Service is a478

251(c)(2) obligation. However, as I discussed above, the Commission has required479

TELRIC-based prices for Transit Traffic Service since at least 2001. At a480

minimum, this appears to be an implicit acknowledgement that Transit Traffic481

Service is subject to 47 U.S.C. §§ 251 and 252.482

483

Q. On page 17, line 381, Mr. Rearden states, “As it stands, it seems obvious that484

AT&T Illinois’ current rate [for Transit Traffic Service] is well above current,485

forward-looking TELRIC. Therefore, the public interest is served by reducing486

the Transit Traffic Service [rate] closer to cost.” On page 18, line 391, Mr.487

Rearden states, “I recommend that the public interest is served by requiring488

AT&T Illinois to provide the service under TELRIC rates.” Finally, on page489

18, line 408, Mr. Reardon states, “The Commission’s choice then may be490

between a TELRIC rate that is based on outdated cost studies or a non-Illinois,491

non-TELRIC rate that is a proxy for TELRIC in this state. The Commission492

could continue the current, albeit non-TELRIC, rate equal to $0.005034 per493

MOU, or it could decide to use the proxy reciprocal compensation rate.494

Further, the Commission may want to initiate an investigation into directly495

estimating the TELRIC of Transit Service under current technologies, costs496

and market conditions.” What is your response to these statements by Mr.497

Reardon?498
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A. While Mr. Rearden suggests there are multiple options, using the “non-TELRIC,499

rate equal to $0.005034 per MOU,” “that is based on outdated cost studies,” is, on500

its face, contrary to his comments that the public interest is served by requiring501

TELRIC based rates and AT&T’s current pricing needs to be reduced in order to be502

TELRIC compliant. It is also not clear why Mr. Rearden refers to use of TELRIC503

rates from another state as “non-TELRIC” rate given that the rates I provided from504

other states are in fact AT&T TELRIC transit rates for such states. While Mr.505

Reardon agrees that the Commission could “use the proxy reciprocal compensation506

rate” he does not specify whether he means the total $.0007 rate or one-half of that507

rate, $0.00035 as Sprint proposes.508

509

A more accurate summary of the Commission’s options that would be consistent510

with federal law is:511

 Use the rate support that AT&T represented to the FCC as the per minute512

costs of soft-switching in the range of $0.00010 and $0.00024 to support513

the use of the mid-range amount of $0.00017 as a cost-based proxy;514

 Use an AT&T TELRIC transit rate from another state as a cost-based515

proxy;516

 Use one-half of the $.0007 reciprocal compensation rate – $0.00035 – as a517

cost-based proxy; or,518

 Use any one of the above three proxies on an interim basis, subject to true-519

up, and open a proceeding in which AT&T is required to establish an520
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updated, TELRIC transit rate supported by an appropriate forward-looking521

technology based cost-study.522

523

Section V.D – Interconnection Facilities Pricing and Cost Sharing524

525

Issue 44 [Section V.D(1)] – Should Interconnection facilities provided by AT&T be526

priced at cost based (i.e., TELRIC) rates?527

528

A. AT&T Testimony529

530

Q. What is Sprint’s concern in Issue 44?531

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony, Sprint is requesting TELRIC-based pricing532

for facilities used as Interconnection Facilities as required by 47 C.F.R.533

§ 251(c)(2).29 The Talk America Decision reaffirms a requesting carrier is entitled534

to TELRIC-based pricing for facilities used for Interconnection. AT&T is still535

trying to avoid its obligation to provide TELRIC-based prices by creating new536

conditions that limit the scope of what constitutes Interconnection.537

538

Q. How does AT&T shift the focus of Issue 44?539

A. While the focus of Issue 44 is simply whether or not Sprint is entitled to540

automatically receive TELRIC pricing for its existing Interconnection Facilities,541

29 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 38.
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AT&T has shifted the focus to whether Sprint’s existing facilities are542

“Interconnection” facilities that are subject to TELRIC pricing.543

544

Q. On page 37, line 820, Ms. Pellerin states, “Sprint is entitled to TELRIC-based545

pricing only on facilities that are (1) used exclusively for Interconnection as the546

FCC defined the term in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5.” What is your response to Ms.547

Pellerin’s statement?548

A. Sprint agrees that TELRIC based prices are only appropriate for that portion of549

facilities that are used for Interconnection. Where Ms. Pellerin and AT&T go550

astray is by interjecting an overbroad concept of “exclusive use” that simply is not551

required under federal law, much less supported by the Talk America Decision.552

553

Q. Does the Talk America Decision support a pro-rata application of TELRIC to554

Interconnection Facilities?555

A. Yes. Sprint agrees that facilities exclusively used for backhaul are not subject to556

TELRIC-based pricing. However, as to high capacity facilities that may be used on557

a subdivided basis for Interconnection and backhaul, it is absolutely consistent to558

require pro-rata TELRIC pricing for that portion that is used for Interconnection.559

What AT&T fails to mention, or Dr. Liu apparently fails to appreciate, is that when560

a high capacity facility is used to carry both Interconnection and backhaul traffic,561

the high capacity facility is subdivided into discrete sub-capacity (i.e., a DS3562

consists of 28 DS1s) and the individual use of any sub-capacity (DS1) is dedicated563

to a given purpose (i.e., either Interconnection or backhaul, but not both).564
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565

The Talk America Decision makes it clear that Sprint is entitled to entrance566

facilities used for interconnection at cost-based rates. Specifically, the Talk567

America Decision states:568

Petitioners contend that AT&T must lease its existing entrance facilities for569
interconnection at cost-based rates. We agree.30570

571

The word “exclusively” does not appear in the Talk America Decision. In fact,572

consistent with Sprint’s explanation above, the Talk America Decision recognizes573

that facilities are often used for multiple purposes. Specifically, the Talk America574

Decision states:575

But the FCC emphasized in both orders that it ‘d[id] not alter” the obligation576
on incumbent LECs under §251(c)(2) to provide facilities for interconnection577
purposes. Triennial Review Order ¶366; Triennial Review Remand Order578
¶140. Because entrance facilities are used for backhauling and579
interconnection purposes, the FCC effectively eliminated only unbundled580
access to entrance facilities for backhauling purposes – a nuance it expressly581
noted in the first Triennial Review order. Triennial Review Order ¶365. That582
distinction is neither unusual nor ambiguous.6 …. (Bold emphasis added.)583

584
We are not concerned that the Triennial Review Remand Order did not585
expressly distinguish between backhaul and interconnection, though AT&T586
makes much of that fact. ….587

588
6 The Commission has long recognized that a single facility can be used589
for different functions and that its regulatory treatment can vary590
depending on its use. …. 31591

592

30 Talk America Decision, page 6.

31 Talk America Decision, page 15.
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It would be contrary to the intent of the Supreme Court for this Commission to find593

that entrance facilities must be used “exclusively for Interconnection,” when the594

Supreme Court made no distinction and acknowledged that joint use is common.595

596

While this is really responsive to Issue 45, it is worth noting here as well. To the597

extent a pricing distinction must be drawn (based upon the multiple, segregated598

purposes to which a single higher capacity facility may be used), such distinction599

must be implemented in a way that a) maintains the industry practice of utilizing600

high-capacity facilities for multiple, segregated purposes, and b) adjusts the overall601

facility price so that the competing carrier is only charged an applicable TELRIC602

price for that portion of the facility used for the purpose of Interconnection.603

604

Q. On page 37, line 832, Ms. Pellerin expands her “exclusively for605

Interconnection” argument by stating, “However, the facilities Sprint leases606

from AT&T Illinois are eligible for TELRIC-based pricing only when they are607

used exclusively for Interconnection, i.e., for the mutual exchange of traffic608

between the parties’ end users.” [Emphasis added]. What is your response to609

this statement by Ms. Pellerin?610

A. I have already discussed that there is no support for her “exclusively for611

Interconnection” argument. However, she has mis-stated the definition of the term612

“Interconnection” as it is used by the FCC. Specifically, 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 defines613

Interconnection as follows:614

Interconnection. Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the615
mutual exchange of traffic.616
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617

Note that the definition is not “for the mutual exchange of traffic between the618

parties’ end users” as AT&T would like it to read. In other words,619

“Interconnection,” by definition, is not limited to traffic between the Parties’ end620

users. This misrepresentation of the 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 “Interconnection” definition621

is the linchpin of many of AT&T’s positions and is addressed in greater detail by622

Sprint witness Mark Felton.623

624

Q. On page 37, line 834, Ms. Pellerin states, “As I discussed with respect to Issue625

49, to qualify for TELRIC-based pricing, Sprint will first be required to lease626

Interconnection Facilities that are separate from the transport facilities used627

for backhaul and other forms of traffic that are not eligible for being sent over628

TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities.” What is your response to this629

statement by Ms. Pellerin?630

A. This topic is discussed in detail under Issues 46/47. While I will not repeat the631

entire discussion, there is absolutely no language in the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules,632

the CAF Order, or the Talk America Decision that supports Ms. Pellerin’s opinion633

that “Sprint will first be required to lease Interconnection Facilities that are separate634

from the transport facilities used for backhaul and other forms of traffic that are not635

eligible for being sent over TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities.”636

637
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B. Staff Testimony638

639

Q. On page 65, line 1624, Dr. Liu states, “Sprint proposed language improperly640

assumes away all the necessary steps it must take before it may receive cost-641

based rates for facilities used exclusively for interconnection and thus should642

be rejected.” What is your response to this statement by Dr. Liu?643

A. Again, this topic is discussed in detail under Issues 46/47. While I will not repeat644

the entire discussion, I find it troubling that Dr. Liu also uses the term “exclusively”645

(which she uses repeatedly throughout her testimony.) The term “exclusively”646

cannot be found in the Talk America Decision, much less in any context that would647

preclude a record-keeping price change to properly reflect the application of cost-648

based pricing to that portion of a high-capacity facility that is in fact being used for649

the purposes of Interconnection.650

651

Q. On page 41, line 1013, Dr. Liu states that an ILEC’s duty to provide cost-based652

Interconnection facilities “is limited to facilities used exclusively for653

interconnection (i.e., for the mutual exchange of traffic between the parties)”654

and then cites the following passage from the Talk America Decision:655

The Commission [FCC] explains that the issue in these cases did not656
arise until recently—when it initially eliminated unbundled access to657
entrance facilities in the Triennial Review Order. Until then, the658
Commission [FCC] says, a competitive LEC typically would elect to659
lease a cost-priced entrance facility under §251(c)(3) since entrance660
facilities leased under §251(c)(3) could be used for any purpose—i.e.,661
both interconnection and backhauling—but entrance facilities leased662
under §251(c)(2) can be used only for interconnection. We see no663
reason to doubt this explanation. […]664

665
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The Triennial Review Remand Order makes clear that an incumbent is666
not categorically obligated to make entrance facilities available at667
cost-based rates. Rather, that obligation [providing entrance facilities668
at cost-based rates] exists only when entrance facilities are being used669
as “interconnection facilities.” [Emphasis added by Dr. Liu].670

671

Do you agree that the above passage from the Talk America Decision either672

created or imposes an “exclusive use” requirement that relieves an incumbent673

LEC from its obligation to provide cost-based rates on that portion of a high-674

capacity facility that “are being used as ‘interconnection facilities’”?675

A. Absolutely not. As previously explained, the Talk America Decision clearly states676

that it is “recognized that a single facility can be used for different functions and677

that its regulatory treatment can vary depending on its use.” Further, as explained678

in greater detail in Issue 45, the Parties have a long-standing experience of adjusting679

Special Access prices on high capacity facilities to reflect credits associated with680

the use of such facilities for Interconnection purposes; and, even AT&T’s Special681

Access tariff recognizes that Special Access prices for facilities bought under the682

tariff may be subject to adjustment based upon the use of the facility at a DS1 level.683

684

Q. What is wrong with Dr. Liu’s interpretation of the Talk America Decision that685

she has cited for her position that a facility must be used exclusively for686

Interconnection in order for it to be subject to any cost-based pricing?687

A. Quite simply, she has read the passage out of context and with no regard for how688

the industry actually implements regulatory-driven pricing adjustments to Special689

Access high capacity facilities. When read in the context of a) what is technically690

feasible, b) how are regulatory-driven pricing adjustments actually implemented, c)691
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how high-capacity facilities are actually used, and d) what interpretation furthers692

the pro-competition goals of the Act, the passage cited by Dr. Liu stands for the693

very simple proposition that, as to a high-capacity facility that is used for multiple694

purposes, a competing carrier is only entitled to cost-based rates for the portion of695

the facility that is used for the purpose of Interconnection.696

697

Q. On page 67, line 1678, Dr. Liu states, “Sprint is only eligible for cost-based698

rates for facilities used exclusively for interconnection. So it seems that it is699

necessary to physically disconnect and/or rearrange existing transmission700

circuits so that transmission facilities used for Section 251(c)(2)701

interconnection are separated from other transmission facilities.” What is702

your response to this statement by Dr. Liu?703

A. Again, Dr. Liu’s entire position is based on the term “exclusively,” which cannot be704

found in the Talk America Decision. Without this artificial distinction grafted into705

the Talk America Decision, there is no basis or need to “physically disconnect706

and/or rearrange existing transmission circuits.” Again, as discussed in detail in707

Issue 45, all that is required is appropriate implementation of the applicable708

TELRIC billing rates for that portion of facilities that are used for Interconnection,709

leaving the pro-rata pricing on the portion used for backhaul unchanged.710

711

Q. On page 68, line 1699, Dr. Liu states, “AT&T contends that Sprint is not712

entitled to obtain facilities at cost-based rates unless the facilities are (i) used713

solely for interconnection and (ii) ordered pursuant to the parties’ ICA. Mr.714
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Farrar calls these conditions onerous. I disagree and fail to see anything715

onerous in either requirement.” What is your response to this statement by716

Dr. Liu?717

A. What is truly “onerous” is that AT&T’s application of the term “Interconnection” is718

so limited that in order to receive TELRIC pricing a requesting carrier must719

essentially build an unnecessary, duplicative network, much of it leased from720

AT&T – which is exactly what Congress, the FCC and various authorities make721

clear is not appropriate.722

723

Q. On page 69, line 1712, Dr. Liu states, “Sprint is not forced to establish Section724

251(c)(2) interconnection and is free to exchange traffic with AT&T under the725

existing non-Section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement on a negotiated726

business to business basis. Whether to make the transition is a business727

decision that Sprint must make.” What is your response to this statement by728

Dr. Liu?729

A. Sprint does agree with Dr. Liu that this is a Sprint business decision. As I will730

address further, unfortunately, Dr. Liu did not appreciate that some of AT&T’s731

proposed language can be construed to take this decision out of Sprint’s hands.732

While we do not agree with AT&T’s transition language and Dr. Liu’s adoption of733

such language, at a minimum, some modifications would need to be made to734

address this point, which I address in Issue 49.735

736
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Q. On page 69, line 1728, Dr. Liu states, “The benefit of such [Section 251(c)(2)]737

right is apparent for a new market entrant, but less so for a well-established738

carrier (such as Sprint) with well-established interconnection arrangements ….739

If Mr. Farrar finds the transition to a Section 251(c)(2) interconnection740

arrangement to be economically infeasible for Sprint, it does not follow that it741

is economically infeasible or meaningless for a new market entrant.” What is742

your response to this statement by Dr. Liu?743

A. Frankly, I find Dr. Liu’s opinions concerning 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) quite troubling.744

47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) applies to all carriers, including requesting CMRS carriers745

such as Sprint. Whether they are brand new carriers or have been in the market for746

many years, there simply is no distinction concerning how a requesting carrier747

obtains Interconnection based on length of service. Sprint has all the rights748

assumed for any carrier under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2). Her surprising opinion that749

such rights are “less apparent” for Sprint is completely unsupportable and simply750

contrary to the express language of the Act.751

752

Q. On page 70, line 1739, Dr. Liu concludes Issue 44 by stating, “I agree with753

AT&T that Sprint is not entitled to obtain transmission facilities at cost-based754

rates unless the transmission facilities are used exclusively for interconnection755

and ordered pursuant to the ICA.” What is your response to this statement by756

Dr. Liu?757
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A. Again, this topic is discussed in detail above and under Issues 46/47. Here is yet758

another example of Dr. Liu using the term “exclusively.” As already stated, it759

cannot be found in the Talk America Decision.760

761

Issue 45 [Section V.D(2)] – If the answer to V.D(1) is yes, should Sprint’s proposed762

language governing Interconnection facilities / Arrangements and rates be included763

in the Agreement?764

765

A. AT&T Testimony766

767

Q. What is Sprint’s concern in Issue 45?768

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony, Sprint is entitled to obtain TELRIC pricing769

treatment for Interconnection Facilities, even when the underlying transport facility770

is used for both Interconnection purposes and backhaul purposes.32 This simply771

means that Sprint receives TELRIC pricing on a DS1 pro-rata basis.772

773

Q. On page 38, line 859, Ms. Pellerin states, “It is unclear what Sprint’s term774

‘DS1/DS1 equivalents basis’ means. Moreover, the Price Sheet is clear with775

respect to the separate application of DS1 and DS3 rate elements.” What is776

your response to this statement by Ms. Pellerin?777

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony, the phrase “DS1/DS1 equivalents basis”778

simply means that the TELRIC rates for DS1 (or DS3) Interconnection facilities779

32 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 41.
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will be equal to the TELRIC DS1 (or DS3) rates for Entrance Facilities and780

Interoffice Transport rates on the Pricing Sheets as already determined by the781

Commission. Also, Sprint’s proposal to apply the price of the Interconnection782

Facility based on percentage usage for Interconnection versus backhaul is easy to783

do, based on the DS1 equivalent prices for TELRIC-based prices and tariff prices784

for facilities. As explained below, the concept of adjusting high-capacity Special785

Access pricing (e.g. DS3 and above) at the DS1 level – based upon the “use” of786

such DS1 – is familiar to AT&T and is currently being used in multiple contexts.787

788

Within AT&T’s legacy BellSouth 9-state territory, for the purpose of calculating a789

50% shared facility credit that AT&T issues Sprint on Interconnection Facilities790

that ride high-capacity facilities purchased out of AT&T’s access tariff, AT&T and791

Sprint have an established periodic process. That process involves the Parties’792

respective billing representatives meeting on a quarterly basis to identify all of the793

Interconnection Facilities that are in place in a particular state, applying a DS1-794

equivalent basis, and determine the 50% amount of the facility charge for which795

Sprint receives a shared facility credit in that state. Similarly, under the Parties’796

existing Illinois Interconnection Agreement, the facilities purchased out of the797

access tariff that are used for Interconnection are subject to billing adjustments that798

result in a net reduction of such facility costs to reflect AT&T’s use of the facilities.799

The facilities that were ordered out of AT&T’s access tariffs which were subject to800

the above-described discounts were not subject to any “transition” procedure in801

order for the shared facility discount processes to be applied. The facilities are802
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ordered out of the tariff, and any applicable sharing credit is applied as a result of803

the Parties’ respective Interconnection Agreements. This is how such adjustments804

are routinely implemented in the industry.805

806

Finally, even AT&T’s Special Access tariff contains provisions that apply different807

rates (Special Access vs. Switched Access) rates at the DS1 level based upon the808

purpose for which a given DS1 is used.809

810

A similar process can easily be adapted and applied to adjust Special Access vs.811

TERLIC facility pricing based upon the number of DS1s that are specifically812

identifiable as dedicated Interconnection DS1s. AT&T is simply refusing to do so813

in this instance because accurate pricing will result in a reduction in AT&T’s814

facility revenues; i.e., from 100% Special Access pricing to reduced prices based815

upon an applicable “use-pricing” apportionment between TELRIC for816

Interconnection / Special Access for backhaul.817

818

819

Q. On page 39, line 871, Ms. Pellerin states, “Neither Sprint nor AT&T Illinois820

should be automatically entitled to different rates without amending the ICA.”821

What is your response to this statement by Ms. Pellerin?822

A. This is simply another obstacle AT&T is placing to prevent Sprint from realizing823

future changes to TELRIC-based pricing on a timely basis. Again, because of824

AT&T’s reluctance to provide TELRIC-based prices, and its imposition of onerous825
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conditions which will prevent Sprint from ever realizing TELRIC-based pricing,826

Sprint seeks assurance that it will be entitled to any future price changes due to any827

prospective Commission decisions regarding TELRIC-based pricing for828

Interconnection Facilities.829

830

B. Staff Testimony831

832

Q. On page 71, beginning at lines 1770 – 1796, Dr. Liu describes Sprint’s833

“DS1/DS1 equivalent pricing.” Is her description correct?834

A. No. As explained above, Sprint’s proposal is not only simple, but is similar to DS1835

pricing adjustments made between the Parties in other contexts. Assume Sprint836

leases a DS3 facility. A DS3 has the capacity of 28 DS1s. If 7 DS1s (25% of its837

capacity) are used for Interconnection, and 21 DS1s (75% of that capacity) are used838

for backhaul, then the price of that facility should be weighted 25% TELRIC (for839

Interconnection) and 75% special access (for backhaul), as shown in Diagram 1.840
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Diagram 1841
Interconnection DS1s and Backhaul DS1s842

Sharing a DS3843
844

AT&T

Tandem

Sprint

Network

Shared DS3

Backhaul DS1s
Priced at Access

Interconnection DS1s
Priced at TELRIC, Shared 50/50

IntraMTA, Exchange Access,
and E911 Traffic

845
846
847

It is important to note that carrying Interconnection traffic and backhaul traffic over848

the same DS3 facility is a routine practice by all carriers (including AT&T and its849

affiliates); thus, it is obviously “technologically feasible” per 47 U.S.C.850

§ 251(c)(2)(b). There is no technological reason to force Sprint to lease “stand-851

alone” segregated DS1s for each type of traffic as a pre-requisite for TELRIC852

pricing. Such an AT&T-imposed restriction is technologically inefficient and853

artificially drives up Sprint’s costs. It is only AT&T’s imaginary restriction that854

high-capacity facilities must be used “exclusively” for interconnection that would855

require such an arrangement.856

857
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Issue 46 [Section V.D(3)] – Should Interconnection facilities cost be equally shared858

(50/50 basis)?859

860

Issue 47 [Section V.D(4)] – Should the Billing Party discount the invoice for861

Interconnection facilities by fifty percent (50%) to reflect an equal sharing of the862

costs?863

864

A. AT&T Testimony865

866

Q. What is Sprint’s concern in Issue 46 and 47?867

A. AT&T treats Issues 46 and 47 together in one section of Ms. Pellerin’s testimony.868

As discussed in my Direct Testimony, Sprint is requesting that the cost of the869

jointly used Interconnection Facility be shared equally between the two parties that870

jointly use the Interconnection Facility.33 This is entirely consistent with 47 CFR871

§§ 51.507(c) and 51.709(b), and the CAF Order, which states that interconnection872

benefits the customers of both Sprint and AT&T by allowing the customers of both873

parties to make and receive calls.34874

875

Q. On page 41, line 944, Ms. Pellerin states, “Interconnection Facilities are876

transmission facilities that connect Sprint’s network to AT&T Illinois’877

network for the mutual exchange of traffic. (See GT&C, section 2.60). By878

33 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 43 and 46, respectively.

34 CAF Order, paragraphs 744, 755, 756, and 806.
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definition, therefore, Interconnection Facilities are facilities located entirely on879

Sprint’s side of the POI.” What is your response to this statement by Ms.880

Pellerin?881

A. Ms. Pellerin’s statement is a non sequitur. In other words, she presents her first882

sentence as “proof” of her second sentence. In fact, while I agree with her first883

sentence, there is absolutely nothing in it that supports her second sentence. She884

can point to nothing in the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, the CAF Order, or the Talk885

America Decision which actually defines the term “POI” and “interconnection” as886

she wishes.887

888

47 C.F.R. § 51.5 defines Interconnection as follows:889

Interconnection. Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the890
mutual exchange of traffic.891

892

Explicitly, “interconnection” is not “transmission facilities that connect Sprint’s893

network to AT&T Illinois’ network for Sprint’s exchange of traffic,” as Ms.894

Pellerin declares. Rather, “interconnection” is “the linking of two networks for the895

mutual exchange of traffic.” This is not a minor issue of wording. It is key to896

understanding AT&T’s view of interconnection. To AT&T, “interconnection” is a897

privilege granted to Sprint by the 1996 Act, for which Sprint must pay AT&T.898

There is absolutely nothing in 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, the CAF Order, or the Talk899

America Decision that supports AT&T’s limited view of interconnection.900

901
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Finally, Ms. Pellerin misquotes GT&C, section 2.60. Specifically, she claims that it902

reads: “Interconnection Facilities are transmission facilities that connect Sprint’s903

network to AT&T Illinois’ network for the mutual exchange of traffic.” Actually,904

the undisputed language reads: “Interconnection Facilities are transmission facilities905

that connect Sprint’s network with AT&T Illinois’ network for the mutual exchange906

of traffic.”35 Again, this is not just a minor issue of wording; rather, it is a key part907

of AT&T’s view. The undisputed word “with” implies both parties are908

interconnecting with each other for the “mutual exchange of traffic.” Ms. Pellerin’s909

substitution of the word “to” implies that interconnection is solely for Sprint’s910

benefit and, therefore, it is all Sprint’s responsibility to interconnect to AT&T.911

912

Q, On Page 42, line 966, Ms. Pellerin states, “… pursuant to section 251(c)(2)913

Sprint will be entitled to interconnect at a single POI in a LATA, with AT&T914

Illinois bearing 100% of the transport cost from that POI to each tandem and915

end office in the LATA. Thus, Sprint proposes that AT&T Illinois share916

equally the cost on Sprint’s side of the POI, but Sprint would not share any917

costs on AT&T Illinois’ side of the POI.” What is your response to this918

statement by Ms. Pellerin?919

A. What Ms. Pellerin presents as a terrible inequity is actually the perfectly reasonable920

consequence of 47 U.S.C.. § 251(c)(2) interconnection between equal co-carriers.921

As shown in Diagram 2 below, Ms. Pellerin is correct when she states that AT&T922

will be financially responsible for “100% of the transport cost from that POI [i.e.923

35 Actually, the exact wording of GT&C 2.60 is in dispute. However, the first sentence that I
quote here, and which Ms. Pellerin misquotes, is not in dispute.
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the ”end point” of the Interconnection Facility on AT&T’s network] to each tandem924

and end office in the LATA,” as depicted on the right side of Diagram 2. But, this925

is entirely reasonable and is actually a financial benefit to AT&T.926

927

Q. How is this a financial benefit to AT&T?928

A. Ms. Pellerin ignores the reverse situation – when an AT&T-originated call929

terminates to Sprint, Sprint will be financially responsible for 100% of the transport930

cost from the end point of the Interconnection Facility at the Sprint switch to any931

terminating cell site. In fact, Sprint’s transport costs can be significantly greater932

than AT&T’s. AT&T’s transport costs are geographically limited to a single933

LATA. However, the AT&T-originated call to Sprint can terminate anywhere in934

the LATA or anywhere in the MTA. When an AT&T Chicago end user calls a935

Sprint end user with a Chicago telephone number, Sprint is 100% financially936

responsible for the transport from its mobile switch in Chicago to the cell site being937

used by its mobile customer, even if that cell site is in a different LATA within the938

Chicago MTA, as depicted on the left side of Diagram 2.939

940

Thus, the situation Ms. Pellerin presents as a terrible inequity is, in reality, a941

financial benefit to AT&T.942

943
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Diagram 2944
47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2) Interconnection Between Equal Co-Carriers945

946

End Point (POI)
on AT&T

End Point on
Sprint Network

Shared
Interconnection Facility
[47 C.F.R. 51.507(c)]
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947
948

Q. On page 44, line 997, Ms. Pellerin states, “… the Commission has already949

rejected reliance on [47 C.F.R. § 51.709(b)] as support for a sharing proposal950

similar to the one Sprint is proposing in this case. In Docket No. 05-0402 ….”951

What is your response to this statement by Ms. Pellerin?952

A. While Sprint will address legal issues in its Brief, other portions of the FCC Rules953

also support Sprint’s position. Specifically, 47 C.F.R. § 51.507(c) states:954

§ 51.507 General rate structure standard.955
956

(c) The costs of shared facilities shall be recovered in a manner that efficiently957
apportions costs among users. Costs of shared facilities may be apportioned958
either through usage-sensitive charges or capacity-based flat-rated charges, if959
the state commission finds that such rates reasonably reflect the costs imposed960
by the various users.961

962

963

Q. Is there a more recent FCC proceeding concerning the interpretation of 47964

C.F.R. § 51.709(b) concerning interconnection facilities which supersedes Ms.965

Pellerin’s reference?966
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A. Yes. In a more recent case involving AT&T Illinois and a CMRS provider, the967

FCC used 47 C.F.R. § 51.709(b) to support a decision concerning the sharing of968

interconnection facility costs that is absolutely consistent with Sprint’s position.969

Specifically, in its MAP Mobile Decision (attached as Exhibit RGF-6.1) the FCC970

ruled that Illinois Bell (i.e., AT&T Illinois) could not bill a CMRS carrier for971

interconnection facilities used to deliver Illinois Bell-originated traffic on the972

CMRS carriers’ side of the point of interconnection on AT&T’s network.973

Specifically, the FCC stated:974

25. … SWBT and the Midwest ILECs [which included AT&T Illinois] argue975
that the Commission has not expressly prohibited carriers from charging for976
any costs incurred for transporting traffic to paging carriers’ networks.[fn] In977
their view, section 51.703(b), as interpreted by TSR Wireless v. US West,978
“only prohibits LECs from charging paging carriers for facilities used to979
deliver ‘LEC-originated, intraMTA traffic to the paging carrier’s point of980
interconnection’”[fn] and, conversely, provides that paging carriers are981
“responsible for charges for facilities ordered from the LEC to connect points982
on the paging carrier’s side of the point of interconnection.”[fn] They argue983
that “[t]he facilities that MAP ordered to connect its network to SWBT’s and984
the Midwest ILECs’ networks lie on MAP’s side of such points of985
interconnection” and that these facilities are therefore not subject to the986
prohibition against origination charges.[fn]987

988
…989

990
28. We disagree that SWBT and the Midwest ILECs [e.g., Illinois Bell] may991
bill MAP for all of the interconnection facilities and services at issue in this992
dispute. Section 51.703(b) of the Commission’s rules prohibit LECs from993
charging CMRS carriers for traffic originated on their networks. Applying994
that law (and section 332 of the Act) in the context of LEC-CMRS995
interconnection, the Commission held that, in absence of an agreement to the996
contrary, LECs cannot charge one-way paging carriers for facilities and997
services used to deliver LEC-originated traffic to the paging carrier’s network,998
where the traffic originates and terminated within the same MTA. ….999

1000
29. … Defendants position is undermined by section 51.709(b) of the1001
Commission’s rules, which expressly provides that “[t]he rate of a carrier1002
providing transmission facilities dedicated to the transmission of traffic1003
between the two carriers’ networks shall recover only the costs of the1004
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proportion of that trunk capacity used by an interconnecting carrier to send1005
traffic that will terminate on the providing carrier’s network.”[fn] Section1006
51.709(b) thus specifically prohibits an incumbent LEC from charging for the1007
use of interconnection facilities in connection with incumbent LEC-originated1008
traffic. This prohibition in section 51.709(b) merely applies the general1009
principle of 51.703(b) – that a LEC may not impose on a paging carrier an1010
cost the LEC incurs to deliver LEC-originated, intraMTA traffic, … to the1011
specific case of dedicated facilities,”[fn] and thus is encompassed by the more1012
general prohibition under section 51.703(b).1013

1014
30. … Thus, nothing in in the Triennial Review Order permits SWBT and1015
the Midwest ILECs [e.g., Illinois Bell] to bill MAP for all of the1016
interconnection facilities and services at issue in this dispute.1017

1018
31. Nor is there any basis to conclude that the prohibition in sections1019
51.703(b) and 51.709(b) of our rules do not apply in this case. It is undisputed1020
that the direct interconnection facilities at issue were dedicated to the direct1021
transmission of traffic between MAP and SWBT or the Midwest ILECs [e.g.,1022
Illinois Bell], and were located within the MTA where the traffic at issue1023
originated. ….361024

1025
1026

Thus, the FCC has interpreted its own rule 47 C.F.R. § 51.709(b) consistent with1027

Sprint’s position in this proceeding and in a manner that is inconsistent with Staff’s1028

interpretation of Docket No. 05-0402 and AT&T’s interpretation in this proceeding.1029

1030

Q. Does AT&T view sharing as inconsistent with AT&T’s view of what constitutes1031

a Section 251(c)(2) Interconnection?1032

A. Yes, but there is no basis for AT&T’s view. In fact, AT&T devotes much of its1033

Issue 49 discussion to its view that an AT&T “Section 251(c)(2)” or “CLEC”1034

interconnection model differs from the “CMRS” interconnection model, and1035

sharing is only applicable to the “CMRS” model.1036

1037

36 MAP Mobile Decision, ¶¶ 28 – 31.
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Note that the following questions/answers respond to this AT&T testimony (in1038

AT&T Issue 49) to demonstrate that there is no “CLEC” vs. “CMRS” model and,1039

therefore, “sharing” is always applicable to Interconnection Facilities.1040

1041

Q. On page 5, line 100, Ms. Pellerin states, “AT&T Illinois and CLECs (as1042

opposed to CMRS providers like Sprint) have implemented standard1043

Interconnection arrangements that comply with the requirements of section1044

251(c)(2) since passage of the 1996 Act.” What is your response to this1045

statement by Ms. Pellerin?1046

A. This statement is false. AT&T has created an artificial distinction between what it1047

refers to as a § 251(c)(2) interconnection model, or the “CLEC Model,” and1048

Sprint’s interconnection model, or the “CMRS Model.” This distinction exists only1049

within the testimony of AT&T. Neither the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, nor the CAF1050

Order, make any such distinction that would discriminate against CMRS carriers1051

when compared to other telecommunications carriers.1052

1053

In addition, Illinois Administrative Code Section 790.310 does not contain any1054

language suggesting two separate interconnection models.1055

1056

Q. How do all carriers, including CMRS carriers, interconnect with AT&T?1057

A. Carriers routinely directly interconnect with AT&T for “the mutual exchange of1058

traffic.” As shown in Diagram 3, AT&T is delivering AT&T-originated traffic to1059

Sprint (the terminating carrier), while at the same time and over the same two-way1060
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Interconnection Facilities, Sprint is delivering Sprint-originated traffic to AT&T1061

(the terminating carrier). Note that both Parties are sharing the same1062

Interconnection Facilities for the “mutual exchange of traffic” between the two1063

Parties’ networks, in exactly the same manner for exactly the same purpose.1064

1065

Diagram 3 also depicts that the shared Interconnection Facility has an end point on1066

the Sprint network and an end point on the AT&T network. The “POI” merely1067

represents a “technically feasible” point on the AT&T network, which, in this case1068

is the end point of the facility where it connects to AT&T’s network. The1069

existence or location of the POI(s) has no impact on the fact that the1070

Interconnection Facility is jointly used by both AT&T and Sprint for the “mutual1071

exchange of traffic.” The POI on the AT&T network simply represents the end1072

point where the jointly used Interconnection Facility connects to the AT&T1073

network.1074

Diagram 31075
Interconnection Facility Between Sprint and AT&T1076

1077

AT&T

Tandem

Sprint

Network

End Point (POI)on
AT&T Network

End Point on
Sprint Network

Shared
Interconnection Facility
[47 C.F.R. 51.507(c)]

1078
1079

Q. Does 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(B) address the interconnection end point on Sprint’s1080

network?1081
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A. No, because there is no reason to. Because 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(B) is explicitly1082

addressing the ILEC’s obligations and duties (not the requesting carrier’s), it is1083

silent regarding the end point of any interconnection facility on the requesting1084

carrier’s network. Of course, there is an interconnect end point on both parties1085

networks. However, AT&T takes the fantastic leap in logic that a) since 47 U.S.C.1086

§ 251(c)(2)(B) does not mention the end point at the competing carrier’s network1087

and b) AT&T only references such end-point on the competing carrier’s network as1088

a “POI” in the context of its “CMRS” model, then its CMRS model is not a1089

§ 251(c)(2) arrangement.1090

1091

Q. On page 5, line 106, Ms. Pellerin states, “In this [section 251(c)(2)(B)]1092

arrangement, each party is financially responsible for the facilities on its side1093

of the POI(s).” Is this correct?1094

A. No. Contrary to Ms. Pellerin’s paraphrasing, 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(B) does not say1095

anything even remotely implying that the requesting carrier is financially1096

responsible for the entire Interconnection Facility, regardless of how many end1097

points or POIs she believes may exist. In fact, AT&T cannot point to anything in1098

the FCC Rules to support their contention that a requesting carrier is 100%1099

financially responsible for Interconnection Facilities carrying AT&T-originated1100

traffic. Section 251(c)(2)(B) does not in any way address the parties’ financial1101

responsibility with respect to an Interconnection Facility that mutually link the1102

parties’ networks. Such financial responsibility is governed by the FCC’s Rules1103

51.703(b) and 51.709(b) as discussed in the MAP Mobile Decision.1104
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1105

Q. On page 6, line 116, Ms. Pellerin states: “Since section 251(c)(2)(B) clearly1106

requires that the POI be established on the ILECs network, the designation of1107

a POI at the CMRS location for land-to-mobile traffic is not consistent with1108

section 251(c)(2) Interconnection.” Is that correct?1109

A. No, for the same reasons discussed above.1110

1111

Q. On page 7, line 136, and page 9, line 164, Ms. Pellerin shows a diagram of the1112

“CMRS Model” interconnection and the “251(c)(2) CLEC Model”1113

interconnection. What is the difference in the two models diagramed by Ms.1114

Pellerin?1115

A. There is absolutely no difference between the “CMRS Model” and the “CLEC1116

Model.” All carriers interconnect using the same pieces of equipment; e.g., fiber1117

optic cables, fiber optic terminals, muxing equipment, and main frames. Again, any1118

distinction between CLEC and CMRS interconnection under Section 251(c)(2) is a1119

fiction invented by AT&T, which is not supported by any language in the 1996 Act,1120

the FCC Rules, or the CAF Order.1121

1122

Ms. Pellerin’s two diagrams are virtually identical to my Diagram 3. All three1123

diagrams show Interconnection Facilities between the AT&T network and the1124

Sprint network. All three diagrams show Sprint-originated traffic being delivered1125

to AT&T and AT&T-originated traffic being delivered to Sprint over the same1126

Interconnection Facilities. Most importantly, all three diagrams show an1127
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interconnection end point at the Sprint end of the Interconnection Facility and1128

another end point at the AT&T end of the Interconnection Facility.1129

1130

The only difference in Ms. Pellerin’s two diagrams is that in the “CMRS Model” on1131

page 7, both Interconnection Facility end points are labeled as a “POI,” while in the1132

“251(c)(2) CLEC Model” only the end point at the AT&T side of the1133

Interconnection facility is labeled as a “POI.” In fact, the labeling on the two1134

diagrams is the only difference between the AT&T “CMRS Model” and the1135

“251(c)(2) CLEC Model.” Again, this distinction is not described in either the1136

1996 Act, the FCC Rules, or the CAF Order; it exists only in the testimony of1137

AT&T.1138

1139

Q. On pages 34, line 809 and page 35, line 827, Mr. Albright presents two1140

diagrams depicting the AT&T self-defined “CMRS Model” and the “CLEC1141

251(c)(2) Model.” Are these diagrams materially different than the diagrams1142

found on pages 7 and 9 of Ms. Pellerin’s testimony?1143

A. No. As already discussed, AT&T simply chooses to label some Interconnection1144

Facility end points as a “POI,” and chooses not to label other Interconnection1145

Facility end points as a “POI.” As with Ms. Pellerin’s diagrams, this distinction is1146

not supported by any language in the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, or the CAF Order.1147

1148

Q. On page 10, line 198, Ms. Pellerin states that “Sprint’s proposals are1149

inconsistent with section 251(c)(2) in two major respects. First, Sprint1150
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proposes to maintain a cost-sharing arrangement …. Sprint’s proposal in this1151

regard is directly contrary to the well-recognized principle that, under section1152

251(c)(2), each carrier is financially responsible for the transport facilities on1153

its side of the POI.” Is this correct?1154

A. No. Ms. Pellerin’s position is premised upon the same AT&T arguments rejected1155

by the FCC in the MAP Mobile Decision, and must be rejected here for the same1156

reasons.1157

1158

Q. On page 11, line 207, Ms. Pellerin states, “Second, Sprint proposes that it be1159

allowed to use TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities not only to route1160

Interconnection traffic … but also [backhaul traffic].” Is this correct?1161

A. No. As already discussed, Sprint acknowledges that it is not entitled to TELRIC-1162

based pricing on that portion of the facility used for backhaul. Sprint’s proposal is1163

to apportion high-capacity facility costs based on percentage usage for backhaul1164

and Interconnection, which is a “technically feasible” process.1165

1166

Also as part of her argument, on page 11, line 214, Ms. Pellerin again makes the1167

false claim that “Sprint’s proposal … is contrary to the rule that ILECs are required1168

to make TELRIC-based priced entrance facilities available solely for1169

Interconnection as defined by the FCC for purposes of section § 251(c)(2) ….”1170

Again, 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) has no language supporting Ms. Pellerin’s claim.1171

1172
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Q. On page 33, line 798, Mr. Albright states, “The rules that govern 251(c)(2)1173

Interconnection differ from a CMRS arrangement in that a POI must be on1174

the ILEC’s network and each carrier is responsible for the facilities on its1175

respective side of the POI, regardless of which party originates the traffic.” Is1176

this correct?1177

A. No. This is simply the same argument raised by Ms. Pellerin’s testimony that I1178

have already addressed, and should be rejected for the same reasons.1179

1180

Q. On page 5, line 108, Ms. Pellerin states, “Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s1181

decision in Talk America, Inc., v. Michigan Bell Tel Co., 131 S.Ct. 2254 (June1182

9, 2011), existing entrance facilities that connect the networks of the CLEC and1183

AT&T Illinois and that are used solely for section 251(c)(2) Interconnection1184

(and not, for example, for backhaul (which I explain below) or 911 traffic)1185

must be made available to the CLEC at a TELRIC-based price.” Has she1186

properly paraphrased the Talk America Decision?1187

A. No. Ms. Pellerin has inserted the phrase “that are used solely for 251(c)(2)1188

Interconnection” which does not appear anywhere in the Talk America Decision.1189

As I stated earlier in Issue 44 regarding Dr. Liu’s use of the word “exclusively’ in1190

connection with the Talk America Decision, when read in context of the underlying1191

issue, i.e., the purpose for which a facility is used (backhaul vs. Interconnection),1192

that decision makes it clear that competitive carriers are entitled to entrance1193

facilities at cost-based rates for facilities that are being used for Interconnection.1194

The Talk America Decision is still consistent with the principle that a high-capacity1195
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DS3 can be used for multiple purposes and the applicable pricing must be applied1196

on a proportionate basis.1197

1198

Q. Does the FCC’s CAF Order address the issue of allowing carriers to transport1199

different types of traffic over an interconnection facility?1200

A. Yes. The CAF Order explicitly allows carriers to carry multiple types of traffic1201

over interconnection facilities. It also explicitly states that compensation for the1202

different types of traffic is to be covered in an interconnection agreement.1203

Specifically, the CAF Order states:1204

Consequently, we make clear that a carrier that otherwise has a section1205
251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement with an incumbent LEC is free to1206
deliver toll VoIP-PSTN traffic through that arrangement, as well, consistent1207
with the provisions of its interconnection agreement. The Commission1208
previously held that section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangements may not1209
be used solely for the transmission of interexchange traffic because such1210
arrangements are for the exchange of “telephone exchange service” or1211
“exchange access” traffic – and interexchange traffic is neither. However, as1212
long as an interconnecting carrier is using the section 251(c)(2)1213
interconnection arrangement to exchange some telephone exchange1214
service and/or exchange access traffic, section 251(c)(2) does not preclude1215
that carrier from relying on that same functionality to exchange other1216
traffic with the incumbent LEC, as well. This interpretation of section1217
251(c)(2) is consistent with the Commission’s prior holding that carriers that1218
otherwise have section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangements are free to use1219
them to deliver information services traffic, as well. Likewise, it is consistent1220
with the Commission’s interpretation of the unbundling obligations of section1221
251(c)(3), where it held that, as long as a carrier is using an unbundled1222
network element (UNE) for the provision of a telecommunications service for1223
which UNEs are available, it may use that UNE to provide other services, as1224
well. With respect to the broader use of section 251(c)(2) interconnection1225
arrangements, however, it will be necessary for the interconnection1226
agreement to specifically address such usage to, for example, address the1227
associated compensation.37 (Emphasis added, footnotes omitted.)1228

1229

37 CAF Order, at paragraph 972.
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The only usage limitation imposed by the CAF Order is that “the section 251(c)(2)1230

interconnection arrangements may not be used solely for the transmission of1231

interexchange traffic ….” Note that the interconnection facility may carry1232

interexchange traffic, but it may not be used solely for interexchange traffic.1233

1234

To be clear, Sprint is not saying that its right to mutually exchange all types of1235

traffic over the Interconnection Facility means that Sprint would also receive1236

TELRIC pricing on that portion of a high-capacity facility that is used for backhaul.1237

Backhaul traffic is segregated from Interconnection traffic. Backhaul traffic rides a1238

backhaul DS1 and Interconnection traffic rides an Interconnection DS1. This is1239

expressly why it is technically feasible to identify and apply the appropriate pro-rata1240

charge (TELRIC vs. non-TELRIC pricing) to high-capacity facilities – as is already1241

done in other contexts.1242

1243

Q. On page 9, line 178, Ms. Pellerin states, “Sprint, however, wants to avail itself1244

of the right to pay TELRIC-based prices for Interconnection facilities, and1245

Sprint is entitled to do that only if the parties interconnect in accordance with1246

section 251(c)(2).” Is this correct?1247

A. Yes. Sprint does want to “to avail itself of the right to pay TELRIC-based prices1248

for Interconnection facilities … [in] accordance with section 251(c)(2)” because1249

Sprint is absolutely entitled to under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2). Sprint is entitled to1250

interconnection under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c) per the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, and the1251
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CAF Order, as is any other telecommunications carrier that provides telephone1252

exchange or exchange access service.1253

1254

B. Staff Testimony1255

1256

Q. On page 15, line 346, Dr. Liu states, “… Sprint seems to be recycling1257

arguments that have been rejected by the Commission in its prior arbitration1258

proceeding. For example, Sprint argues that its cost-sharing proposal is1259

consistent with Sections 51.507(c) and 51.709(b) of the FCC rules. Sprint1260

relied on the same arguments in Docket No. 05-0402 to support its cost sharing1261

proposal but did not prevail.” What is your response to this statement by Dr.1262

Liu?1263

A. While she is correct in this statement, there have been subsequent events which1264

demonstrate that Sprint’s position is correct. Specifically, I refer to the FCC’s MAP1265

Mobile Decision, discussed above, where the FCC interpreted 47 C.F.R.1266

§ 51.709(b) in the exact same manner as does Sprint. In addition, the FCC’s CAF1267

Order makes it clear that both the calling and called parties benefit from a call.1268

1269

Q. On page 19, line 467, Dr. Liu states, “Mr. Farrar does not provide specific1270

references to such alleged FCC position [that both the calling and called1271

parties equally benefit from a call]. …. It appears that Mr. Farrar may have1272

misinterpreted the Order.” What is your response to this statement by Dr.1273

Liu?1274
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A. I have not misinterpreted the CAF Order. As I discussed extensively in my Direct1275

Testimony beginning on page 7, line 143, the FCC made it absolutely clear that1276

both the calling and called parties benefit from a call, and that sharing the cost of1277

the call is entirely appropriate. A great deal of Dr. Liu’s positions are based on1278

overlooking this key element of the FCC’s CAF Order.1279

1280

Note that Dr. Liu agreed with AT&T’s testimony concerning issues raised in Issue1281

49. Thus, the following questions/answers respond to the portion of Dr. Liu’s1282

testimony which follows AT&T’s Issue 49, and will demonstrate that there is no1283

“CLEC” vs. “CMRS” model and, therefore, “sharing” is always applicable to1284

Interconnection Facilities.1285

1286

Q. On page 79, line 1978, Dr. Liu states, “In my opinion, there are four issues1287

associated with the conversion of the parties’ existing interconnection1288

arrangement to a Section 251(c)(2) interconnection agreement.” What is your1289

response to this statement by Dr. Liu?1290

A. This statement contains an incorrect presumption. It also sums up Staff’s error in1291

its analysis of Issue 49. Dr. Liu is simply wrong when she presumes that Sprint is1292

converting “the parties’ existing interconnection arrangement to a Section 251(c)(2)1293

interconnection agreement.” While it does get to the heart of the disagreement1294

between Sprint and AT&T, Dr. Liu incorrectly accepts AT&T’s fiction that Sprint1295

is migrating from a “CMRS” interconnection model to a 47 U.S.C. § “251(c)(2)” or1296

“CLEC” model. Sprint is not doing such a thing.1297
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1298

47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) explicitly states:1299

(c) ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OF INCUMBENT LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIERS. –1300
In addition to the duties contained in subsection (b), each incumbent local1301
exchange carrier has the following duties:1302

(2) INTERCONNECTION. – The duty to provide, for the facilities and1303
equipment of any requesting telecommunications carrier,1304
interconnection with the local exchange carrier’s network –1305

(B) at any technically feasible point within the carriers network;1306
1307

47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) applies to ALL telecommunication carriers – it does not1308

exclude CMRS carriers. Specifically, the First Report and Order states:1309

As discussed in the preceding section, CMRS providers meet the statutory1310
definition of "telecommunications carriers." We also agree with several1311
commenters that many CMRS providers (specifically cellular, broadband PCS1312
and covered SMR) also provide telephone exchange service and exchange1313
access as defined by the 1996 Act. Incumbent LECs must accordingly make1314
interconnection available to these CMRS providers in conformity with the1315
terms of sections 251(c) and 252, including offering rates, terms, and1316
conditions that are just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory.381317

1318

In other words, Sprint has always been mutually exchanging traffic pursuant to 471319

U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) with AT&T, and continues to do so today. Sprint is not1320

migrating to a 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) arrangement. What Sprint is requesting is1321

simply the terms and conditions that it is entitled to – including TELRIC pricing for1322

facilities when such facilities are used as Interconnection Facilities.1323

1324

Dr. Liu’s “four issues” do not actually exist, at least not as defined anywhere in the1325

1996 Act, the FCC Rules, the CAF Order, or the Talk America Decision. These1326

“issues” only arise because of AT&T’s fictional migration to a 47 U.S.C.1327

38 First Report and Order, at paragraph 1022
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§ 251(c)(2) agreement. Staff has adopted AT&T’s fictional migration without1328

recognizing the negative impact that AT&T’s position will impose upon Sprint and1329

all other competitive carriers.1330

1331

Q. What do you mean that “Staff has adopted AT&T’s fictional migration1332

without any analysis whatsoever?”1333

A. I find it troubling that Dr. Liu simply accepts AT&T’s view of several key1334

Arbitration issues without any further analysis. In addition to AT&T’s fictional1335

“migration,” on page 87, line 2203, Dr. Liu makes the following statement:1336

AT&T notes that the parties have been operating under a non-Section1337
251(c)(2) dual-POI interconnection arrangement. Under this arrangement ….1338

1339

This is factually incorrect – 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2) does not even mention the term1340

“dual-POI,” nor does anything in the 1996 Act, or the FCC Rules. POI is not even a1341

defined term in either 1996 Act, or the FCC Rules. But, Dr. Liu accepts AT&T’s1342

“dual-POI” model as if there is some controlling relevance to the term. As1343

previously explained, all Interconnection Facilities have two end points and,1344

therefore, if any are construed as being “dual-POI” then all of them are equally so –1345

even AT&T’s “251(c)(2)” / “CLEC” model.1346

1347
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Issue 49 [Section V.D(6)] – Should AT&T require Sprint to issue ASRs and be1348

allowed to charge Sprint for any billing reclassifications or changes to the existing1349

interconnection arrangements to receive TELRIC-based rates?1350

1351

A. AT&T Testimony1352

1353

Q. What is Sprint’s concern in Issue 49?1354

A. As discussed in my Direct Testimony, Sprint is requesting TELRIC-based pricing1355

on that portion of Interconnection Facilities used for interconnection; i.e., 47 U.S.C.1356

§ 251(c)(2) traffic. 39 There is no reason that AT&T cannot begin billing Sprint the1357

new rates in a very short period of time, certainly no more than 90 days. All that is1358

required is a change in prices and to create a utilization factor, which are routine1359

tasks. Under Sprint’s proposal, there is no change to the physical network, only to1360

the pricing of the Interconnection Facilities.1361

1362

In AT&T’s view, in order for Sprint to obtain TELRIC pricing, the existing1363

facilities must be essentially disconnected and new facilities ordered – i.e. an1364

extensive “transition” process. As I understand AT&T’s position, because of1365

AT&T-imposed conditions, Sprint will be required to issue new Access Service1366

Requests (“ASR”) and required to pay additional non-recurring charges. Ms.1367

Pellerin and Mr. Albright go to great lengths to describe all the physical changes to1368

the network that would be required under AT&T’s proposal. However, as I discuss1369

39 Exhibit 3.0 of Randy G. Farrar, Exhibit 3.0, at page 48.
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below, all of these supposed AT&T network changes are due to AT&T-imposed1370

conditions which demonstrate the unreasonableness of AT&T’s proposed language.1371

In contrast, under Sprint’s proposed language, there is no change to the physical1372

network, and no need to “rearrange” or “groom” anything.1373

1374

Q. Beginning on page 12, line 234, Ms. Pellerin explains “why it is not possible to1375

‘flash cut’ from the existing arrangement to the new section 251(c)(2)1376

interconnection arrangement at the moment the ICA is effective.” What is1377

your response to this statement by Ms. Pellerin?1378

A. Ms. Pellerin’s testimony is based on a premise that Sprint does not currently operate1379

under a Section 251(c)(2) arrangement, which is simply not accurate. The only1380

activity that needs to occur to implement TELRIC pricing is to re-price the existing1381

facilities to the extent they are being used for Interconnection.1382

1383

Ms. Pellerin’s explanation of why it is not possible to immediately transition from1384

the “existing arrangement” (the “CMRS Model”) to the “new section 251(c)(2)1385

arrangement (the “CLEC Model”) is an example of circular reasoning. She reasons1386

that because AT&T has artificially created two interconnection models (a creation1387

not supported by the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, or the CAF Order), it is not possible1388

to transition from one model to the other model. All of the problems identified by1389

Ms. Pellerin have been self-created by AT&T.1390

1391
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Q. On page 33, line 794, Mr. Albright states, “Sprint is asking to re-configure its1392

interconnection arrangement to a CLEC arrangement (also referred to as a1393

‘section 251(c)(2) Interconnection’) to take advantage of the ruling concerning1394

entrance facilities in the Talk America case.” What is your response to this1395

statement by Mr. Albright?1396

A. This statement is false. First, Sprint is not asking AT&T to “re-configure”1397

anything. It is AT&T attempting to impose a “re-configuration” condition on Sprint1398

as a pre-requisite to AT&T honoring its TELRIC pricing obligation. For the1399

reasons previously explained in my testimony, Mr. Albright’s contention that there1400

exist two different and distinct interconnection models is simply not supported by1401

any language found in the 1996 Act, the FCC Rules, or the CAF Order.1402

1403

Q. On page 33, line 800, Mr. Albright states, “In addition, the entrance facilities1404

addressed in the Talk America case may only be used for the purpose of1405

251(c)(2) Interconnection and may not be used for backhaul or other services1406

the carrier may seek to provide.” Is this correct?1407

A. Sprint agrees with Mr. Albright to the extent facilities are used for backhaul, that1408

portion of the facilities is not subject to TELRIC pricing. However, as previously1409

explained, high-capacity facilities are, on a segregated basis, used for backhaul and1410

Interconnection, such that applicable pro-rata pricing is consistent with the Talk1411

America Decision. Once the issue regarding TELRIC pricing is addressed for what1412

it really is – a billing matter – the other difficulties perceived by Mr. Albright1413

related to “transition” simply do not exist.1414
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1415

B. Staff Testimony1416

1417

Q. On page 89, line 2242, Dr. Liu makes the following statement: “Based on1418

[AT&T witness] Mr. Albright’s testimony, the transition from the parties’1419

existing interconnection arrangement to a Section 251(c)(2) interconnection1420

arrangement is not a small undertaking and requires extensive planning and1421

grooming work. It simply cannot be completed overnight.” What is your1422

response to this statement by Dr. Liu?1423

1424

A. Dr. Liu simply accepts AT&T’s view without any further analysis. As discussed1425

above, CMRS interconnections with AT&T consists of the same equipment1426

interconnection by any other carrier; e.g., fiber optic cables, fiber optic terminals,1427

muxing equipment, and main frames. It is only AT&T’s fictional migration, and1428

AT&T’s imaginary requirement that that Interconnection Facilities must be used1429

“exclusively” for Interconnection that creates any need for “extensive planning and1430

grooming work” – rather than merely a pricing adjustment.1431

1432

All that is actually required is for AT&T to bill for the same physical equipment1433

and connections at a new, TELRIC-based price, rather than at existing, higher rate.1434

This is nothing more than a billing correction.1435

1436
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Q. If, notwithstanding Sprint’s position, the Commission was to decide that1437

“transition” language must be included in the Agreement, does AT&T’s1438

language even comport with the tenor of Dr. Liu’s view on page 69, line 1712?1439

Dr. Liu states that “Sprint is not forced to establish Section 251(c)(2)1440

interconnection and is free to exchange traffic with AT&T under the existing1441

non-Section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement on a negotiated business to1442

business basis. Whether to make the transition is a business decision that1443

Sprint must make.” What is your response to this statement by Dr. Liu?1444

A. No. As I read AT&T’s transition language, AT&T would allow either party to1445

cause a transition of Sprint’ existing arrangement to commence, and would also1446

require that all transitioning be completed before Sprint received any benefits1447

attributable to TELRIC pricing. As previously referred to in my Rebuttal1448

Testimony, while Sprint does not agree that there is any reason it must physically1449

engage in any “transition” process to receive TELRIC pricing, if the Commission1450

still finds that Sprint must re-order such facilities to implement a price change, it1451

must be made clear that Sprint, at its sole discretion, may determine exactly which1452

Interconnection facilities it will re-order, as well as when Sprint may elect to do so1453

in order to obtain TELRIC pricing. Stated another way, AT&T cannot force Sprint1454

to convert any facilities at any time, much less require that all facilities must be1455

converted before Sprint can obtain any TELRIC pricing. Without waiving Sprint’s1456

objection to there being any transition process as a pre-requisite to TELRIC pricing,1457

Sprint submits that AT&T’s transition language would, at a minimum, have to be1458
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modified as reflected in the attached Exhibit RGF-6.2 – Transition Language1459

Related Edits.1460

1461

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION1462

1463

Q. Please Summarize your Rebuttal Testimony.1464

A. Issue 43 – AT&T’s Transit Traffic Service is a 47 C.F.R. § 251(c)(2) obligation1465

subject to TELRIC pricing. Sprint has provided several benchmarks (including1466

AT&T cost-based rates from other states) that the Commission can choose from to1467

accomplish that purpose.1468

1469

Issue 44/45 – Sprint is entitled to obtain Interconnection Facilities at TELRIC1470

prices from AT&T. There is no basis under federal law to impose any of the1471

restrictions suggested required by AT&T and Dr. Liu, restrictions that will assure1472

that Sprint will never obtain Interconnection Facilities at TELRIC.1473

1474

Issue 46/47 – FCC has repeatedly (most recently in the MAP Mobile Decision) and1475

clearly held that the regulations regarding the pricing of dedicated transmission1476

facilities preclude an ILEC from charging a wireless carrier for the portion of1477

facilities on the wireless carrier’s side of a POI to the extent the facilities are used to1478

deliver the ILECs traffic to the wireless carrier. Sprint is entitled to TELRIC1479

pricing for facilities that are used for Interconnection, and AT&T cannot charge1480
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Sprint for any portion of dedicated transmission facilities on the Sprint-side of a1481

POI that are used to deliver AT&T traffic to Sprint.1482

1483

Issue 49 – There is no reason that Sprint would need to physically disconnect and1484

re-arrange existing transmission circuits simply to obtain TELRIC pricing on these1485

existing facilities.1486

1487

Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal Testimony?1488

A. Yes, it does.1489




